
minism and ruthless, meaningless extinctions often
remain unreconciled with frequent anthropomorphic
interpretations of their own work. To others, the theory
of evolution is additionally difficult to comprehend and
win universal acceptance because it operates so slowly
and imponderably on the most important objects of
study, ourselves and the primates from whom we
descend.

With RNA viruses, however, we have the opportunity
to observe evolution in action, and empirically test those
principles of mutation, inheritance and fitness selection
on which Darwin’s theory depends. Three attributes
make RNA viruses particularly suitable objects of study.

�First, they replicate
extremely rapidly, with
generation times of as
little as 30 minutes in
the case of bacterio-
phages.

�Second, their extremely
error-prone replication
provides a rich source of
mutations on which
selection acts.

�Third, they can achieve
huge population sizes
(up to 1012 replicating
virions in the body of an
HIV or HCV-infected
individual), leading to
intense fitness selection
far beyond that found 
in the evolution of 
larger organisms such 
as mammals.

� Natural selection
In both natural history and
in vitro studies, there are
several dramatic examples
of ‘positive’ or ‘Darwinian’
selection, in which selec-
tion for, and inheritance 
of, phenotypic changes in
mutant virus leads to com-
plete population replace-
ments over short observa-
tion periods. For example,
each time an HIV-infected
individual is treated with
the antiviral agent AZT, 
a clinically resistant
population of HIV rapidly
emerges bearing the same
2–4 amino acid changes 
in the part of the reverse
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�
‘Survival of the fittest’, Darwin, elephants
lumbering across the arid African plain, selfish
genes, Neanderthals, introns, junk DNA, the

mathematical horrors of population and quantitative
genetics, neutral theory, creationism, the geological
record, Dolly the sheep. This jumble of thoughts often
springs to mind when the word ‘evolution’ is mentioned.
They contrast the basic simplicity of the principle 
of inherited variation with the peculiar and often un-
fathomable complexity in which it is expressed, and
reveal its fundamental importance not only in biology,
but also for our world view and philosophy. Even to
biologists, the coldness and cruelty of biological deter-
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Fig. 1. Virus sequence changes and the immune system
Immune-mediated selection for an amino acid change in one of the anchor residues in a major class I epitope
occurs reproducibly and rapidly each time an individual with a B57 or B5801 HLA type becomes infected. 
The T→N change at position 242 in the p24gag gene is associated with a subsequent further change in the
epitope, G→A at 248, and at other sites in the p24 gene to help recover virus fitness. Further transmission
of the mutated virus to non-B57 or B5801 individuals is associated with rapid reversion to the wild-type
amino acid residue at position 242, indicating that its previous immune escape strategy was associated with
substantial fitness cost to the virus. The retention of the compensatory alanine mutation in these further
transmission cases, and its frequent presence in the published database of HIV sequences is a kind of
evolutionary ‘footprint’ or relic of the selection process and provides an example of how much of the
observed virus diversity may be shaped by past selection processes.
MODIFIED FROM LESLIE ET AL. (2004); SEE FURTHER READING
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transcriptase enzyme that determines substrate recog-
nition. Similarly, many virus infections show evidence
for positive selection in response to activity of the
immune system. Over the course of an epidemic, the
external haemagglutinin of influenza A shows drama-
tically accelerated evolution of infection, keeping it
ahead of the neutralizing antibody response mounted by
the host. Primary infection with HIV is associated with a
burst of rapid sequence change that eliminates specific
MHC class I recognition motifs in several virally encoded

proteins, therefore preventing destruction of the infected
cell by cytotoxic T cells. It has recently been shown 
that immune-mediated changes in the gag gene in 
individuals with HLA types B58 and B5801 revert 
back to wild type on further transmission to individuals
with different HLA types, indicating the fitness
compromise that this form of evasion may have to incur
(see Fig. 1).

Reversion on a larger scale was observed in a classic 
series of experiments in the 1980s and 1990s, where
populations of the bacteriophage MS2 were shown to be
able to repair sections of their genome that had been
artificially mutated or even deleted. For example,
removal of 19 bases from an intercistronic region that
regulates translation of the coat protein of MS2 led 
to a >1 billion-fold fitness drop. However, the highly
attenuated viruses blindly rebuilt the missing sec-
tions by processes of random mutation and mutant
selection, leading within a few weeks to pseudo-
revertant viruses with fitness levels close to that of the
wild-type virus.

� Genetic variation
Surprisingly, sequence changes occurring in response 
to phenotypic selection makes very little contribution to
the genetic diversity of viruses and other organisms,
measured at the level of DNA or RNA sequences.
Indeed, the majority of sequence change that occurs 
over time has no significant effect on phenotype (i.e. it 
is ‘neutral’) and becomes fixed in the population by
chance. In what seems a baffling contrast to the dramatic
phenotypic changes made by single mutations, the
process of drift over time leads to genotypes or species of
RNA viruses differing from each other by 30–40 % or
even more in nucleotide sequences, each remaining
remarkably similar in their biological properties. For
example, the coding sequence in the six genotypes of
HCV shows greater than 30 % divergence from each
other (greater than between typical genes of humans and
ostriches!), but all HCV variants have retained identical
genome organizations and replication cycles, and each
retains HCV’s peculiar ability to persist in humans and
remains largely unchanged in their capacity to cause
slowly progressive liver disease.

Although the fixation of phenotypically neutral
substitutions that takes place on sequence drift should
occur at a constant rate over time, it is nevertheless
difficult to date times of divergence of different 
virus variants, genotypes or species. From the
epidemiological distribution of different genotypes of
GB virus-C (GBV-C), a non-pathogenic flavivirus cousin
of HCV, it appears that its current sequence diversity
(11–13 %) arose extremely slowly, potentially as long 
as the 150,000 year period during which anatomically
modern human population groups re-populated the
world from Africa.

Fig. 2. Virus evolution and RNA structure
RNA folding requirements constraints. The failure of simulated ‘neutral’ sequence drift to preserve RNA
secondary structure when introduced into the HCV genome indicates the powerful constraints imposed by
RNA-folding requirements. To demonstrate this, a genotype 1b sequence of HCV was mutated through the
introduction of nucleotide substitutions that reproduced naturally occurring variability in HCV (such as the
transition/transversion ratio, synonymous to non-synonymous substitution ratio and base composition
observed in native sequences). HCV variants were created from 2 to 35 % divergence from the original
sequence (x axis). The formation of RNA structure in the mutant sequences was compared in extent to that 
of the native sequence using a thermodynamic prediction algorithm (MFOLD; y axis; expressed as a
percentage). Mutants differing by as little as 2 % in sequence from the original showed evidence for
disruption and loss of RNA structure formation (red symbols), while those with introduced sequence drift 
of greater than 10 % produced mutants that were totally unstructured. In contrast, the full range of naturally
occurring variants of HCV, differing by up to 33 % from the 1b sequence (blue symbols), showed complete
conservation of RNA structure. The inevitable conclusion from this comparison is that the diversification of
HCV operates under very specific constraints, and the evident requirement for internal base-pairing
conserved in native sequences must constrain even its very short-term evolution.
FIGURE MODIFIED FROM SIMMONDS ET AL. (2004); SEE FURTHER READING
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� RNA structure
In the case of GBV-C, HCV and other persistent RNA
viruses, we have recently found that their sequence drift
is limited by a lack of truly ‘neutral’ sites. The nucleotide
sequences of their genomes are organized to form
evolutionarily conserved, extensive RNA secondary
structures, termed genome-scale organized RNA
structures (GORS), which may in some way modulate
the activity of host-cell defences that recognize double-
stranded RNA. GORS is destroyed by even minimal
nucleotide changes that would typically be regarded as
‘neutral’, such as those at third codon positions that do
not alter the encoded protein sequence (Fig. 2). GORS
may therefore place some viruses in an evolutionary
‘straightjacket’ in which only a minority of changes that
retain base pairing are tolerated. Such RNA viruses are
clearly not the progressively evolving and ephemeral
entities of popular imagination.

� Conclusions
In summary, RNA viruses are characterized by a remark-
able capacity to adapt to new environments, new selection
pressures and new hosts when opportunity arises. In
established virus–host interactions, however, RNA
viruses may show extreme conservatism, representing
closely optimized replication, transmission dynamics
and frequent persistence in the extraordinarily tough
environments created by sophisticated animal and plant
host defences. The tempo and mode of these contrasting
aspects of RNA virus evolution fully embody the
principles expounded in the Origin of Species; Darwin
would have been delighted by this new branch of
evolutionary biology.

� Peter Simmonds, Centre for Infectious
Diseases, University of Edinburgh, Summerhall,
Edinburgh, EH9 1QH, UK.
Tel. 0131 650 7927; Fax 0131 650 6511
email Peter.Simmonds@ed.ac.uk
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Lister Institute Research
Prizes

�The first winners of these prestigious prizes have been
announced. Dr Oliver Billker (Imperial College London), Dr Nia

Bryant (Glasgow University) and Dr Paul Lehner (Addenbrooke’s Hospital,
Cambridge) have each won £150,000 to spend as they wish on their
research over the next 3 years. This is a new source of funding for young
clinical and non-clinical biological researchers. Applicants must have at
least 3 but less than 10 years of postdoctoral experience. Their work must
address the Institute’s charitable aim of enhancing understanding in
biological and biomedical sciences relevant to preventative medicine. The
Prizes are awarded based on both the past achievements of applicants and
the scientific quality and potential implications of their proposed research.
The money can be spent on any aspect of research other than personal
salaries. Applications for the 2005 round of awards are invited. See
www.lister-institute.org.uk for details.

Foresight into Infectious
Diseases

�A new UK Foresight project sponsored by Defra aims to 
produce a challenging and long-term vision for the detection and

identification of infectious diseases in plants, animals and humans. The
vision will take account of: the evolving risk of diseases; changing user
requirements for detection and identification; and cutting edge science.
The project aims to inform policy at national and international level. Experts
or stakeholders are invited to register their interest in the project via the
web at www.foresight.gov.uk

Scientific Instruments

�The Scientific Instrument Society aims to provide a forum 
for those who have developed a fascination for the history and

development of scientific and technical instruments, the varied forms
which they take and the role which they have played in the development 
of science and technology. SIS organizes meetings and study tours 
and publishes a regular Bulletin. For further information email
patrickmill@btopenworld.com
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